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I. Introduction 

The loss of military superiority by the United States, especi

ally strategic nuclear superiority, .and the simultanous emergence 

of the Soviet Union not only as an equal military power, but a 

global power as well, has introduced new strains and stresses 

in the Western Alliance, which are fundame ntall y and qualitatively 

different from those that ~reviousl y existed. The growth of Soviet 

military power, both in range and magnitude, has served first 

to weaken both U.S. power and responsibility in Europe, und er 

mining European credibility in America's deterrent capabilities 

in Europe and, second, to increase U.S. responsibility and military 

burdens in other regions of the world: The Middle East, Central 

America, East and Southeast Asia, an d Africa. The emergence of 

the Soviet Union as a global power has thus forced a stretching 

of U.S. capabilities and responsibilities which feed back to 

seriously affect the military and psychological balance in Europe. 

Decreased U.S. military power in Europe and increased respon

sibility around the globe interact to impel a res truc turing of 

NATO's geog raphical jurisdiction and a redistribution and recti

vision of military burdens and fun cti ons among the members of 

the Western Alliance. Now that both European alliance systems 

are led by global powers with interests. r esponsibili ties and 

ambitions around the globe, the global rival ry of the two g lo~al 

powers inevitably results in the involvement of their alliance 

partners in their global activities, which, in turn, is resisted 

with varying degress of success by the alliance pa rtners in both 

i n stan c es . 
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Although there are some similarities in the in volvement of 

the two European alliance systems in global concerns, there are 

some important differences . Unlike the Wa rsaw Alliance, which 

consists of a number of small and medium powers, under the direction 

of a hegemonial global power, the Western Alliance is more differen-

tia ted in the character of its member s . At least four member s , 

Britain, France, West Germany and Ital y, are subs ta ntial powers 

in their own right, and, until recentl y, were the Gr eat Pow er s 

of the international sy stem . Two, France and Britain, are also 

separate nuclear powers, with their own national nuclear forces. 

West Germany is an economic-technological giant, whic h generates 

the fourth largest GNP in the world. The other members are rela-

tively small and more closely resemble the non-Sovi e t mem bers 

of the Warsaw Alliance in size. 

Furthermore, all of the Western European members of the 

Alliance, except for Denmark and Norway, are former colonial 

powers, some of which still retain resi dua l extra-European 

interests, and concerns in various parts of the world , ste mming 

from their former colonial pow er st atus . In contrast, none of 

the members of the Wars a w Treaty Alliance hav e a ny s uch se para t e 

and independent extra-European interests, and their involvement 

in global activities is almost entirel y a cons equence of their 

association with th e Sov ie t Union. 

II. European Regionalism and American Globalism in Conflict . 

The separate and distinct interests a nd concerns of Western 

European states, especially Fr ance and Britain, in areas o uts ide 

Europe, does not n ece s sa rily r e nd er th eir r einvo lv e ment in globa l 

pow er politics as a n adjun ct to American glo bal compe titi on with 
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the Soviet Union any easier, but, in fact, may make it even more 

difficult. European security concerns are concentrated in Europe, 

particularly security co ncer ns r e l ev ant to th e alliance as a whole . 

Individual members of the al l iance have separate and discrete 

isolated interests in other pa rts of the world, whic h are of little 

or no concern to other members of the alliance . The most recent 

example was the British-Argentine war over the Falkland Islan d s. 

Earlier examples would be the Fren ch War in Algeria and the 

Portuguese attempt to retain their African empire . To be sure, 

th e militar y drain which extra-European wars and i n terests impose 

on alliance members is a s ource of concern, but the substance 

of their extra-European interests have been of little direct rele

vance to the NATO Allian ce . 

Thus, there is a general tendency fo r Western Europeans to 

perceive American Global interests as simply an extended variant 

of the extra -Euro pean conce rns of a NATO memb er , albeit, i n this 

case , the l ea d er of th e All ia nce , which, at the same time , is 

not a European state in the regional or geographic sense. 

Although the alliance is based upon a region defined as " North 

Atla ntic,'' rather th an European, Western Europeans have gen era l ly 

tended to regard it as essentially a European Alliance, and the 

obl iga tion of Western Europ e to come to the defense of North 

Am e rica (i.e., Canada and the United States) has never been seri ously 

e xplored 1 largely because it was considered unneces sary . 

The United States, on the other hand, as a glo bal power, has 

tended to vi e w NATO as si mply another link, the most important, 

to be sure, in its sy s tem of glob a l allianc es , design e d to deter 

contain or r epel Soviet expansio n and power anywhere in the world . 
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For the United States, especiall y now, the Soviet challenge is 

global, and its focus of intensit y can shift from one region of 

the world to a nother, as opportunities ma n ifes t themsel ves, wit h 

Europe being one of the regions, the most important, to be sure. 

Thus, whereas Europeans tend to define ~ATO's responsibilities 

in regi o nal / geographic terms, the United States te nds to define 

NATO'a functions in ideological terms. For Europe, ~ATO's f uncti on 

is to defend its members against the Soviet Unio n; for the Un ited 

STates, NATO is part of a global apparatus, de si gne d to pr ote ct 

the "free world" from Soviet power. Europeans, ho 1•ever, ten d 

to view th is as an at tempt by the United States to uni ve rs alize 

its interests as a global power and see little relevance for 

European security in Soviet-American competition in Central America, 

Sduthern Africa, Afghanistan or Southeast Asia. Only when the 

Persian Gulf region is involved do European ackn ow ledge a direct 

intere~t, but even here it is assumed that the Un i ted States should 

be mote or less exclusively invol ved in its military dimensions. 

Extending NATO responsibilities beyond Europe has been an 

issue which ha s surf a ced from time to t ime in the past, b ut never 

at the level of global involvements. It assumes this form now primar-

ily because the growth of Soviet power, both in Europe and else-

where, has been such that the United States, by itself, is no 

longer capable of sustaining the existing burden of defending 

Europe and devoting greater attention and effort to the Soviet 

challenge elsewhere. Hence, pressurs upon the Europeans from 

the United States assume two forms: (l) That Europe assume a 

lar ge r share of th e costs and burdens of their own def e nse; (2 

that Europe assume a greater role and resp ons ibi li ty in U.S. global 

rival ry with the Sov iet Union i n o t her pa rt s of the wo rl d. 
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Europeans are reluctant to do either for a number of reasons 

and, as a consequence, cleavages and fissures have developed, not 

only between the United States and Europe, but between individ ual 

members of the alliance, and even between different political 

parties and constituencies in individual member states. Europeans 

resist the " gl oba l ization" o f the NATO .-\lli a n ce aild re s ent what 

they preceive as an American threat to decouple its security in

terests from those of Western Europe, unless Western Europe couples 

its securit y interests with American g lobal r es ponsibilities, 

which, in turn would transform Soviet / American global rivalr y 

into a Soviet/Western global competition. Europeans, in general, 

do not want the risk of war in Europe to be increased because 

of confrontations elsewhere; Soviet-American confrontations alone, 

over Afghanistan and Central America, already create considerable 

uneasiness, since they could feed back to involve Europe because 

of the American connection. The Soviet inva s ion of Afgh a nis t an 

resulted in the first explicit and systematic attempt by the 

United States to pressure Western Europe to participate in sanctions 

against th e Soviet Union ov e r an issue cons i d e red t o be remo te 

and periphe ral to European security interests and inimical to 

European economic, cultural and other interests involving the 

Soviet Union. Furthermore, each Western _European country ha d 

its own d iscrete int e rests in not complicating its rel a tion s with 

Moscow over an issue that was perceived as insubstantial. 

Western Europeans, furthermore, differed with the Unite d 

States with respect to th e Polish ev e nts and, on ce ag a in, r es ist e d 

i nvo l ve me n t in Am e ri c a n d es ign e d sa ncti on s aga in s t both War s a w 

and Moscow. Th e reluctanc e of Europe a ns to be com e invol v ed was 
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viewed by many quarters in the U.S. as latent manifestastions 

of "Finlandization," or excessive European parochialism in the 

4efinition of their interests, whereas many Europea ns viewed Ameri-

can behavior as simply another attempt by the U.S. to involve 

Western Europe in American global activities. 

III. U.S. Gl obalis m and West Eurooean Securitv 

Europeans perceive the defense of Wes tern Eur ope essentially 

as an isolated and separable issue from Sov iet ambitions elsew here 

and are not predisposed to perceive the expansion of Soviet power 

and influence elsewhere as necessarily i n imical to \vestern European 

security. Deterring the expansion of Soviet power in inner Asia 

or Southern Africa is not viewed as directly linked to deterring 

Soviet expansion in Europe. The United States, on the other hand, 

g~nerally takes the view that the intrusion of Soviet power must 

be deterred ever ywhere, or it will be deterred nowhere . Refusal 

to res~ond to Soviet expansion in the Middle Eas t o r Central Am e rica, 

will undermine the credibility of resisting the threat of Soviet 

aggression in Europe. Essentially, many Europeans share with 

Mos cow the view that detente and the r elaxatio n of tensions in 

__________ Europe can be _is_olated from confrontations _and tensions elsewhere_ 

in contrast to the general American pcsition that a "linkage" exists 

between detente in Europe and Soviet "misbehavior" el sewher e . 

Naturally, Moscow ha s seized upon this shared perception a nd em
of 

phasizes the isolation/European issues from general global issues. 

It perceives the cleavages and fissures that have developed in 

the lvestern Alliance and th e incr eas in g anxiety in som e European 

quarters that the co upling of Am e rican and West European secur i t y 

incr ease s the danger for Western Europ e , rather than diminishes it. 
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The degrading of American nuclear power as an instru~ent of 

deterrence into one of defense, because of t h e c hanges in t h e 

global and European nuclear ba l ance, is als o a s o urce of c on si d e r -

able anxiety to many Europeans and an opportunit y for Moscow to 

exploit. 

Although the deployment of American Pershing Ils in \-lest Germany 

and Ground Launched Cruise Missiles (GLC}!S) in Britain, Italy and West 

Germany has determined, for the short run at least, . that i.Jestern Europe 

will continue to rely upon American nuclear power to deter a Soviet 

military move westwards and thus shield Western Europe from intimidation 

and political submission, the problem of defending Europe militarily 

if deterrence fails remains uncertain. West Europeans have made it 

quite clear that they do not wish to be defended against Soviet military 

assault with nuclear weapons, whose function has been perceived to 

deter· war, not win it. With the achievement of strategic military 

parity by the Soviet Union and possibly regional nuclear superiority 

in Europe with the deployment of the SS-20s, many Europeans were 

becoming convinced that the United States would not put its own cities 

and populations at risk by responding to a Soviet attack in Europe 

with nuclear weapons launched from the United States. 

The NATO two track d~cision adopted in 1979 was designed f irst 

to deter further Soviet deployment of intermediate range missiles (SS-

20s) and i~deed to persuade Moscow to dismantle them through negotia tion. 

If negotiations failed, NATO would proceed to counter the Soviet deployment 

with a force of American intermediate range missiles, made up of 108 
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Pershing II's (based in West Germany) and 464 cruise missiles based 

in \~est Germany, Italy, Britain, Netherlands, and Belgium. 

Although the two track decision was designed to reassure West 

Europeans that a European based American INF capability would be more 

effective in deterring the Soviet Union, many West Europeans increasingly 

felt that it increased the possibility of nuclear war if deterrence 

failed, since the United States might use its European nuclear force 

to localize a nuclear conflict in Europe. Imperceptibly, American 

strategy shifted from the concept of nuclear deterrence to nuclear 

defense, which came to a head during the early months of the Reagan 

Administration when high American spokesmen, including the President 

himself, publicly ruminated about the possibility of limiting a nuclear 

conflict to Eur9pe in the event deterrence failed. Anti-nuclear sentiment 

and movements accelerated in Europe, especially in West Germany and 

Britain, where they gained the support of the Social Democrats and 

the Labour Party. The Labour Party actually adopted a platform of 

denuclearizing Britain completely, and the German Social Democratic 

Party reversed itself by voting ove~Nhelmingly in the German Parliament 

against the deployment of American missiles in West Germany. 

Michael Howard has persuasively argued that the American umbrella 

was designed primarily to provide Western Europe with reassurance that 

its power would be sufficient to deter a Soviet military attack, not 

to defend it with nuclear weapons. The reassurance ·which Ame.rican 

nuclear weapons provided was the guarantee that their existence would 

prevent nuclear war, not unleash it. As long as the United States 

was perceived as possessing overwhelming nuclear superiority, the magic 

of deterrence in Europe continued to function; but once the Soviet 

Union achieved global parity and European superiority in nuclear 
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]romisin{S not C:eterre::ce but ei t~::er e.r: Asericc.n retreat or a r.ucle<:.r 

T2.r ~;itt. t::e ::oviet Union en Euro:pee.E soil .. n t i ~e evel-,t dGter::-er.ce 

H est Euroean publics and indeed a subst~tial share of American senti

:;J.ent as ~-rell. 

1.:,· bocoo.es ono of avoiciin~~ nucle:.:.:r; ~ic.r 2.l ~o.::,. t::or. '=.' ~ l is :lc. ::o. of co :..:. :;:-so , 

s tisula.teci a search for othe r s 2.f-3r o.:-.d r:ore roc.zs c: r : nc; ~ :estern :·.ucle-:. r 

and r.on-nucle.=.r options. iTon-;cu clec.:.r o;tion::;, in turn .. prcsu:p:;:o s e th<:.tJ 

if the \1 e::t refrains from using nuclear ;rea:pon:::~ tile Soviet side ;rill 

and no amount of unilater~l s8lf-rcstro.L1t can G~arantee tteir non-u3e 

b~: th~ other sicie. Thus, a non-nuclec:.r detE:r:e:;.t :::'..J. s t be s-:..'.~£'i·~i·3 ! '.t to 

~.: :~. i.~' .1J.t :;.::"2•::ou :-J.~· threaten a level 0f :::-.u~ishc.ent tt.~tt ro :1r.::.el~s a.r.y Sov :i8t 

::·.:'.J.it2.l:"'J c.ovc w:profit<1ble , o r if sue:~ a cle '"vo i"-re:r.t fo. ils~ to be S1..J • .f

ficiQ·nt tc re:rul~;e a S ov-ie:-t BiJ. itc,::::· 2.s:o:au..\.t uit t ou t :;-.ro\·o'~::i.T'[" the So'tict 

cl:6is ::s . ~~:-. ic:: c;:::ulc ex:pand tlce geo_;:e;.~J:.icc.l c-.re s. c~ .:-c:;~- ·~::: c or res

trict resror sc to Euro;ej er...b.ance Euro::.~ec.n :po.rtici11c.tic r. in joi~t t" .s ./ 

Asid~ . ::f~r:J. existing ~tratcgies irhich rely for tne most part upon 

U.S. strategic forces, at lease ::. even other: :possible options can be con

siciered, four of i-rhich are nuclear and thrc~ are non-nuclear: 

L • U.s. llrF Force (in :pro~ress) • 

2. Enhanced British/French lTuclear Forces Protecting lTATC members. 

3. All...;.'-l"A .. '1'0 Huclear Force~ 

4. Independent Naticnal Nuclear Forces. includ.ing a ~iest German 
lT aticnal Nuclear Fe; rce: 
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S. 2nho.ncad. XATO Conver.tionc.l Defense Force 

6. NATO Conventional :=:etaliatory Force 

7. Enr..ancc d Euro ~ ean Ter:-itorial Def.:;~se F o rces ( ? ;.:.:-tisan-t~r::;c 
Guerrilla ~ie.rL:.re Ca:;oaoility). 

Sco.e of tbese al tern2.tives '.:ould. ~;.;;rvc to clecou:ple :!:u::-o:;:e from the 

American strategic forces altogether, tl:us insulatinG 2ueo~:e fron Soviet 

.A.meric.::.n rivc.li:r elseuhere c.r..d c.llo-;-; :Sur'J~.e to r::C.:~e t!:e ul ti:::Jata C.eci-

0 the:- al t o rn.c.tiv es -:rould cont ir..uc to r e l y u~:o r. t: .e Aoerican strc-~t2 c;ic 

force 2.s a reserv3 for escc.lc:.tisr. control. 

Although the Soviet Union's most valuable assets are in Europe, 

the Soviet Union is no longer a simple, extended territorial empire, 

but is now a global power with allied and client states in various 

parts of the world distant from the Soviet Union. Although Europeans 

have become almost obsessively concerned about being involved in Soviet-

American global rivalries, the global character of the Sovi et imperial 

system inevitably involves it in activities that can seriously affect 

the interests of Western Europe. To date, the Western Europeans have 

been content to allow the United States to protect their interests 

in other parts of the world against Soviet encroachment while resisting 

involvement. A purely American defense of Western European interests 

around the globe is increasingly becoming as difficult as a purely 

American nuclear deterrent in Europe. 

Just as Soviet strengths have proliferate:J globally , so have its 

vulnerabilities. Accordingly, the defense o f Western Europe may 

conceivably be more effectively enhanced by threat ening assets outs i de 

Europe, which may be both valuable and vulnerable in contrast t o Europe 

itself, where Soviet assets are indeed valuable but also considerably 

less vulnerable, and hence more dangerous to threa ten. 
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Of course, the military balance as perceived by the Soviet 

leaders serves to determine not only the value of the assets to be 

protected, exchanged or surrendered, but also to shape the mode and 

circumstances of their disposition. 

V. Soviet Perceotions of the Effectiveness of Wes tern Deterrent Ootions 

In evaluating the relative and comparative effectiveness of various 

Western deterrent strategies for Europe, the most important factor 

in the equation is an accurate assessment of what Soviet leaders 

perceive as the most effective deterrent strategy. As in many similar 

·instances, this involves the extremely difficult and intricate business 

of making perceptions about perceptions, i.e., a perception of 

what the Soviet leaders perceive to be the most effective deterrent. 

One need not be enveloped more deeply in the almost limitless conceptual 

and cognitive problems that are involved in the process of analyzing 

perceptions about perceptions, except to say, ultimately, one must 

also delve into the problem of Soviet perceptions of Western perceptions 

of their perceptions, and so on ad infinitum. Recognizing the problem 

does not solve it, but simply alerts us to the methodological fragility 

and provisionality of any assessment, which finally r ests upon a 

combination of informed and intuitive judgment rather than absolute 

empirical proof. 

The first issue to be tackled is to determine what is being deterred 

in Europe, and whether Western pe rceptions o f what is being deterred 
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and Soviet perceptions of what is being deterred correlate with Soviet 

intentions, or are based upon an assessment of Soviet military capabilities 

from which a range of possible intentions are inferred or imputed. 

This is not always an easy matter and misperceptions are always a hazard 

as a consequence. Granted, it is frequently easier to measure military 

capabilities and deduce a range of possible options than co decipher 

intentions, and most often strategies are developed to cope with a range 

of military options which capabilities will support rather than settle 

upon a single intent. 

Western military deterrent strategies generally focus on. deterring 

a Soviet military invasion of Western Europe. This is usually determined 

by assessing whether Soviet capabilities are in fact sufficient to 

execute such an invasion successfully. And as long as Soviet capabilities 

are of such magnitude to carry out an invasion, that option must be 

deterred, even if that may not be Soviet intent. 

Many observers seriously question whether the Soviet Union has 

ever contemplated a pure, direct military invasion and conquest of 

Western Europe. Rather, the view is that Soviet military capabilities 

are developed primarily for national defense, the preservation of its 

control over Eastern Europe, and to deter, nullify, or r epel any attemp t 

to employ force or the threat of force to prevent the Soviet Union 

from carrying out its foreign ~olicy and ideological objectives by 

non-military means or a combination of political, social and milita r y 

means. 

Such an imputation of Soviet intent does not presuppose a purely 

defensive or benign posture, but assumes that Soviet behavior will 

be asser tive, exoans ionist but not always necessarily a~gressive . 

Such a view assumes that Soviet military capabilities at various levels 
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and in different regions are for the purpose of primarily providing 

a protective umbrella over its policies throughout the globe, in order 

to deter or repel any attempt to contain or limit its expansion by 

military means. This means that the use of Soviet military 

power as a direct means of conquest is likely to be considerably lower 

than its use as an auxiliary, reserve or supplementary force in 

conjunction with other means. Its emoloyment is more apt to be indirect 

than direct: in the first place to nullify any attempt to contain its 

expansion and in the second place to discourage U. S. and Western efforts 

to use military force to thwart or reverse what Soviet leaders refer 

to as "the social processes of history." 

But what are "the social processes of history," which the Soviet 

leaders wish to unleash and protect in Western Europe? The evolution 

of Eurocornmunism in Western Europe, particularly in Italy and Spain, 

and the unattractiveness of the Soviet model of progress or the pursuit 

of progress through r evolution in Weste rn Europe, wo uld appear to 

contravene Soviet presuppositions of latent "social processes of 

history," which are exploitable in Western European countries. But, 

if the views of some r evisionist and Marxist American historians of 

-the "Cold ··war" -are- -a- guide-=-and they are--the Soviet leaders may be 

persuaded that American military power in Europe since World War II 

was designed precisely to demoralize, dampen and eventually force the 

distortions of historical processes in Western Europe_. The primary 

function of NATO from the Soviet point of view was neither to repel 

a Soviet invasion or even to prepare an attack upon Soviet positions 

in Eastern Europe (in spite of its propaganda), but has been from t he 

very beginning t o preserve the social and political status guo in 
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Western Europe and to encourage the resurgence of counter-revolution 

ferment in Eastern Europe, to which it might extend "assistance." 

Thus, the Soviet perception of the role of American power in 

Europe and NATO is the mirror image of the role of Soviet military 

power and the Warsaw Alliance: to preserve the social and political 

status ouo in Eastern Europe and to encourage the development of 

domestic revolutionary and progressive tendencies in ;.;estern Europe, 

to which it might extend "assistance." The difference, from the Soviet 

point of view, is that NATO and American power are employed to thwart 

and reverse history, whereas Soviet power is designed to unfetter 

history so that it might pursue its inevitable processes, IJhich allegedly 

are in congruence with Soviet political and ideological objectives. 

Soviet milite:.r'J forces must remai."l free to :r;::erform the "int3rnational 

duty." IT hat is i·rhy Soviet lea.ders have tended to find mutual de-

. terrence tolerable if not :precisely prefer2.ble, 1-rherea.s they reject 

the concept of eaual or syr..netrict:'.l deter:rence 2.s an 2.cce:pt2.ble Sovi':t 

r.ormative objective. ~:ost ~~e~i.:err: ob:::e:r">":::rs t::!nd. to stress tte mutual-it'' 

of d~torrence and ne:lect the condition of eauc;.lity, or assume that 

eq_ualit:r is encom::_:assed. b:r tte cc·nce:Dt c.f r.,utuality. F 0 r tl:e Sovi•~ts !:lutual 

and symmetrical deterrence would mean accepting the status auo, to 

which they have repeatedly stated they are opposed. Indeed, the 

U.S.S.R. explicitly seeks to change the status quo and its spokesmen 

ruminate periodically about the need to restructure the international 

system and consistently reiterate their commitment to a universal 

socialist order. To accept mutual and symmetrical (i.e., equal) 

deterrence, from the Soviet point of view, would be tantamount to 

accepting "self-containment." On more than one occasion, and in 

the presence of Western leaders, Soviet leaders from Brezhnev and 

Andropov on down have insisted that history has ordained the imperative 

of change in a certain pre-determined direction and G~at neither 

detente nor peaceful co-existence can or should be interpreted as 

a Soviet commitment to refrain from encouraging revolution to say 
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T ~~is iG.eolocical ioyerativs ~1e.ve been in.crse.s::..r.cly li::"_lccci to 
14 

3ovi:,t co:1ce:?tions cf d.efonse a~~d s&cur:.. t;:,r an.d i"' C.efir..ed 2.s a military 

obligation. Thus, in 1974, the former Soviet Defense Minister, 

Marshal A. A. Grechko, said: 

At the present stage, the historic function of the Soviet Armed 
Forces is not restricted to their function in defending our 
Motherland and the other socialist countries. In its foreign 
policy activity the Soviet state purposefully opposes the export 
of counter revolution and the policy of oppression, supports 
the national liberation struggle, and resolutely resists 
imperialists' aggression in •,.,rhatever distant region of our 
planet it may appear. 

Thus, the Soviet leadership perceives as part of its defense 

function the deterrence of the "export of counter revolution," •,.,rhile 

it seeks to preserve the unilateral right to avoid the deterrence 

of its support for "national liberation movements" (i.e., the "export 

of revolution"), which under any rubric is a demand for an asymmetrical 

deterrence in its favor. 

These obligations have now been enshrined in the new 1977 

Constitution and thus have been converted from ideological commitments 

into·· state obligations. In an entirely new Chapter on Foreign Policy , 

the 1977 Soviet Constitution, under Article 28, defines the goals 

of Soviet foreign policy as follows: 

The foreign policy of the USSR is aimed at ensuring international 
conditions favorable for building communism in the USSR , 

________ __________ safeguarding the state interests of the Soviet Union, consolidating 
the positions of world socialism, supporting the struggle of 
peoples for national liberation and social progress, preventing 
wars of aggression, achieving universal and complete disarmament, 
and consistently implementing the principle of peaceful co
existence of states with different social systems. 

It would be reasonable to assume that the seven distinct goals 

of Soviet foreign policy as enumerated in Article 28 are listed in 

order of priority and precedence, in which case the support of 

national liberation movements has a conspicuously higher priori~! 

than either arms control or peaceful co-existence, a matter of no 

small importance that has serious implications in terms of defining 
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the parameters of future arms control agreements that are acceptable 

to the Sov iet Union. 

And more recently the links between ideology, prestige, great 

power status ~ and security were articulated in even more graphic 

language. I n an interview with Joseph Kraft, ~~e influential Soviet 

journalist, Alexander Bov in, in response to a ~aft ~erf a s to 

'.-lhether Russia would collapse if Poland •t~ere allowed a greater 

latitude of internal political auG~onoQY, gave a c oncrete meaning 

to the words "consolidating G~e positions of world s ocialism:" 

It is not a matter of our physical security ... It is a matter 
of relations between a great power and smaller states that are 
socialist states. Not only security is at stake but ideology 
as well. For example, if Lech Walesa became leader of Poland, 
.Poland would leave the Warsaw Pact. That would not be a threat 
to our physical security, but it would be a terrible loss of 
prestige. It would be like what happened to you in Iran. w~en 

the United States was thrown out of Iran, the United States 
lost prestige everywhere. 

The Soviet leadership has tended to accept mutual deterrence 

at the strategic level, since the likely alternative is a mutually 

catastrophic nuclear war. There is little question but ~~at the 

Soviet leadership has as one of its highest priorities ~~e avoidance 

of nuclear war, but not at the expense of abandoning Soviet ideological 

and system expansion if at all possible. Thus, Moscow continues 

to resist mutual deterrence at levels below the strategic, and insists 

upon asymmetrical deterrence whereby it seeks to deter at these levels 

without being deterred in turn. This explains why the Soviet leaders 

have consistently rejected "linkage," which they read to mean a 

unilateral American attempt to impose upon the Soviet Union mutual 

deterrence at sub-strategic levels in return for an American acceptance 

of mutual deterrence- at the strategic level. 
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In the Soviet view, the presence of American military powe r has 

been the prinary reason for the frustration, enervation, demoral ization 

and paralysis of the revolutionary forces in Western Europe, e ven t o 

the point of creating the conditions which deformed and pathologized 

Western European Communist Parties into revo l utionary cripples and 

defectives, i.e., into Eurocommunist Parties. Since there is little 
-- .fi, .. d;bl'"f 
that Amer_ican military power can beAremoved from Western possibility 

Europe without the risk of nuclear war, Soviet strategy has been 

directed tovards its nullification by developing an overwhelming 

Soviet military presence in Europe, which would deter the employment 

of American military power to thwart the latent "historical social processes" 

that would resurface under the protective umbrella of counterv ailing 

Soviet military power. This is the general Soviet t heory, and one 

need not go into the details of precisely what the Soviet conception 

of "historical social processes" may be, except to note that from the 
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Soviet point of view internal shifts in the British Labour Party and 

the German Social Democratic Party, the emergence o f the "Green Party" 

in West Germany, the "peace movement," etc., represent t he latent repressed revo-

lutionary and progressive tendencies in Western Europe that have been fettered by 

American military power, and are no•..r being released by gr owing Sovie t military 

power. 

hce: 
The Soviet · represents, in effect, the mirror i mage of the 

Western view that the Soviet military build-up is designed to create 

conditions which would impel 1.-lestern Europe totvard "Finlandization" 

or "Euro-neutralism." Thus, the aim of Sovie t: power in Europe is of 

a piece with its overall global military power, to provide a protective. 

umbrella over "revolutionary and historical social processes" against 

the use of American military power to prevent, contain or even reverse 

them. The American inte rvention in Grenada is a good illustra tion 

from the Soviet point of view of using American military power to 

reverse "historical processes." In this connection it is interesting 

to· note that, according to documents acquired during the Grenada 

episode, Marshal Ogarkov attempted to reassure a worried Grenadian 

military r epresentative that the United States woul d no t be able to 

reverse .the "historical processes" in Grenada. 

The Soviet response to "thwarting" historical processes is thus 

to "free" them, but the Sovie t counterpart to "reversing" historical 

processes is to "assist" their forward movement, and it is at this 

point where the Soviet role moves f rom the passive to t he active, or 

what may be interpreted by others, as the aggressive mode. The invasions 

of Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, as well as various forms 

of military assis tance to Cuba , Grenada, Angola , and Ethiopia , are 
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all empirical manifestations of the seemingly benign term "fraternal 

assistance." And there is no reason to assume that under appropriate 

conditions che Soviet Union will not be ready and eager to provide 

such assistance in Western Europe. 

Does all this make a difference in the choice of a deterrent 

strategy in Europe? Indeed it does. First the overall Soviet 

military build-up must be placed in discrete perspective by distinguishing 

between the role of Soviet nuclear forces and conven cional military 

forces in Europe and distinguishing between Soviet political and 

military goals, as well as perceiving the interconnections between 

nuclear and military forces and between political goals and military 

means. 

The role of Soviet conventional forces in Europe has always envisaged 

the possibility of providing "fraternal assistance" to unspecified 

solicitants in Western Europe, particularly West Germany, at some unspecified 

time in the future. Whereas the role of Soviet nuclear forces is to 

undermine American power as an instrument of maintaining the socio-

political status quo in Western Europe and to deter the "export: of 

counter-revolution" and "foreign intervention" r~, U.S. efforts 

to suppress or reverse radical socio-economic changes), the role of 

Soviet conventional forces is to repel internal attempts at "counter

revolution" and outside assistance, by coming to the aid of the "forces 

of social progress" upon "invitation." 

Soviet conventional forces in Europe have been envisaged as means 

to extend "fraternal assistance" to Western Europe since the very end 

of World War II, similar to the assistance provided in Eastern Europe. 

One need only to re-examine the exchange of messages between Moscow 
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and Belgrade to recognize the line of continuity in Soviet conceptions 

of "fraternal assistance" beginning in the postwar period and culminating 

in the tortured Soviet justifications of their invasion of Afghanistan. 

There is more than a simple coincidence ben1een what Stalin told Tit:.·J 

in 1948 and what the Soviet Ambassador to Paris told an audience in 

1980. In 1948, Stalin forcefully reminded Tito that: 

It is also necessary to emphasize that the services of the French and 
Italian CPS '..lere not less but greater than those of Yugoslavia. Even 
though the French and Italian CPS have so far achieved less success than 
the CPY, this is not due to any special qualities of the CPY, but 
mainly because ... the Soviet army came to the aid of the Yugoslav people ... 
and in this way created the conditions which were necessary for the 
CPY to achieve power. Unfortunately the Soviet army did not and 
could not render such assistance to the French and Italian CPs. 

And, in April 1980, the Soviet Ambassador to France, S. C. Chervonenko, 

warned a French audience that the Soviet Union "would not permit another 

Chile" and further stated that any country in any region, anywhere 

·on the globe "has the full right to choose its friends and allies, 

and if it becomes necessary, to repel with them the threat of counter-

revolution." Since Chervonenko was the Soviet Ambassador to Prague 

who staged and orchestrated the massive invasion of Czechoslovakia 

in 1968, he was well-suited to give a universal application to the 

"Brezhnev Doctrine," which heretofore was limited only to the Socialist 

Commonwealth. 

Thus, from the Soviet point of view, Soviet conventional military 

forces are prepared to provide assistance to deter the threat of counter-

revolution or foreign intervention, but not to "export revolution," 

which would be the Soviet counterpart to a milita ry invasion. Since 

a Soviet military intervention or invasion of Western Europe appears 

to be contingent upon domestic developments in Western European countries 

and would involve an internal constituency of some sort to 

which "fraternal assistance" could be extended, a Western preoccc.,-· .ion 
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with deterring a Soviet direct military invasion may serve to deflect 

attention from the domestic develo9ments upon which a Soviet military 

move would hinge. 

On the other hand, the Soviet leaders always reserve the right 

to make their own definitions of an appropriate situation or condition, 

and past experience has demonstrated that they are far from precise 

or fastidious in their distinctions. What might oe percei ved as 

"fra ternal assistance," i.e., Soviet military support t o repel 

counter-revolution by the Soviet leaders may be indistinguisable to 

Western leaders and NATO planners from a Sovie t conventional military 

attack or invasion of a West European country , a la Afghanistan. 

An effective Western deterrent, whether it be to deter and 

successfully repel a Soviet military offensive or a Soviet military 

intervention to assist a domestic insurrection or internal coup in a Western Europear. 

country, must take into consideration the political and social variables 

which the Soviet leaders calculate into their strategy . First and 

foremost must be an effective deterrent dealing with the situation 

in West Germany as a special case within the Western Alliance. West 

Germany constitutes a buff er and cushion to al l of Wes t ern Europe, 

none of which borders on a Warsaw Pact country. Except for Norway, 

Greece and Turkey, for Soviet troops to move into any NATO 

country, they must first move across West Germany. 

The Federal Republic also constitute s a speci al political and 

sucial target. It is the only NATO country susceptible to a Communist 

defined civil war strategy, because Germany is divided into Western 

and Communist states, each of which can lay claim to the other. 

Al t hough, up to now, the civil- wa r strategy employ ed by Communi s ts 
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in East Asia (Korea, Vietnam and China), has not been even hinted at 

by Xoscow, it remains a potential strategy, whose activation will be 

determined by the course of internal political developments in West 

Germany. Any substantial alienation in West Germany with respect to 

either its membership in the Western Alliance or to its existing socio

political structure, can create an opening for ~oscow, with East Germany 

as its wedge. 

Furthermore, the latent force of German nationalism and growing 

sentiment for the reconciliation, if not reunifica tion, of the two 

Germanies, can debilitatingly compete with West Germany's loyalty to 

the Western Alliance and polarize public sentiment. It should be noted 

that the East German state, in spite of its advanced developmental 

status, is defined neither as a "People's Republic" nor a "Socialist 

Republic," but as a "Democratic Republic," which is uniform with the 

nomenclature defining North Korea and North Vietnam before the unification 

of the two Vietnams. The concept "Democratic Republic" is a code term 

denoting simultaneously national fragmentation and provisionality of 

its state structure. There is little question that at least one future 

role for the German Democratic Republic is to play a role in the German 

----arena, similar- to that of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in Vietnam, 

just as the Democratic People's Republic of Korea plays the same role 

on the Korean peninsula. 

Given the geographical location of other Western countries, Soviet 

intervention elsewhere, whether political or military, would be difficult 

to execute without a prior change in the status of West Germany. Even 

the French under President Mitterand are beginning to recognize that 

West Germany stands as the only geographical barrier between France 
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and the Soviet army, and that the maintenance of West Germany in the 

Atlantic Alliance and its defense against Soviet intervention constitutes 

the first line of defense for France. It may soon be difficult for 

France to sustain its current ambiguity concerning French participation 

in the defense of West Germany and, increasingly, Paris may recognize 

that the French military frontier is no longer on the Rhine but on 

the Elbe, and furthermore that the French nuclear force may have to 

be extended to explicitly include the protection of West Germany. As 

will be developed below, this may create the conditions for yet anothe r 

Western deterrent strategy in place of those already suggested . 

In reviewing the various deterrent strategies which are hypothetically 

possible, whether they be nuclear or non-nuclear, American-dependent 

or independent of the United States, it would be useful to evaluate 

Soviet perceptions of their credibility and effectiveness. Ultimately 

the success of a Western deterrent strategy will depend upon Soviet 

perceptions, not alliance or individual country perceptions of credibility 

or effectiveness. Although a given Weste rn deterrent s t rat egy may 

simultaneously deter the Soviet Union while undermining t he reassurance 

of individual alliance members, the l atter determines onl y whether 

the deterrent will be established or can be sustained, but it is the 

Soviet perceptions of its credibility and effectiveness that will be 

decisive, as long as the deterrent is in place. That is why, even 

though West Euro~eans may have increasingly less assurance that the 

United States will risk its own cities and populations by maintaining 

its nuclear umbrella over Western Europe even under conditions of 

nuclear parity, no matter what the loss of West European credibility 

may be, deterrence will hinge on Sov i et perceptions o f credib ility , 
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The loss of European reassurance thus does not threaten the 

credi.bility of the American deterrent as long as it is in place, but 

threatens the deterrent itself. Without the deterrent, obviously , 

there can be no credibility. That is why an alternative deterrent 

strategy that would revive reassurance, while sustaining credibility, 

is so crucial. 

All of the deterrent strategies, wit.h the exception of the NATO 

Conventional Retaliatory Force, have a high deterrent value from the 

Soviet perspective. The reason for the low deterrent value of the 

NCRF is ~hat the Soviet planners are better able to contain and repel 

or nullify such a force and thus the Soviet perception of its effectiveness 

is low. This is true even though Soviet writers have evinced an enhanced 

interest not only in U.S. plans to enhance NATO conventional forces, 

but also the strategy of waging the conventional conflict on the 

territory of the Warsaw Pact states. Thus, one Soviet commentary 

observes: 

The Pent~gon has latterly been sharply increasing the potential 
of conventional arms .... The l a test conventional arms are to 
supplement the potential of nuclear weapons. The aim remains the 
same--to achieve military superiority over the socialist countries. 

--- While former plans envisaged operations between the Elbe and the 
Rhine, now--in any war, nuclear or non-nuclear--it is intended 
to conduct them on the territory of the Warsaw Treaty countries. 
The Atlanticists hold that this will reduce destruction and losses 
among the civilian populatiou_in the NATO countrie s to the minimum 
[i.e., enhance reassurance]. 

It is evident from this commentary that the Soviet leaders do not 
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view U.S. and NATO military plans in unidimensional terms, but in 

multi-dimensional contexts. Nuclear and non-nuclear forces are 

perceived as not mutually exclusive, but mutually re-enforcing·, and 

the strategy of carrying the war to the territory of the Warsaw Pact 

states is not defined in terms of a limited and focused retaliatory 

action, but as part of an integrated nuclear-conventional force 

offensive. It is, of course, this type of multi-dimensional offensive 

deterrent strategy which the Soviet leaders fear most and would find 

the most effective as a deterrent, but which they view as a non-deterrent 

offensive strategy as well. Of course, it is precisely this type of 

capability that ~he West Europeans would refuse to pay for, and a 

multi-dimensional nuclear/conventional offensive capability, while 

the most effective in deterring Moscow, would simultaneously be the 

most politically controversial and destabilizing in both Western Europe 

and the United States. It is precisely the type of strategy and capability 

which democratic societies, even less an alliance of democratic societies, 

would find the most difficult to deploy and sustain. 

But, it is also the type of strategy and capability which the 

Soviet leaders would like to develop, since it would be the most 

functional and effective for their purposes. 

From the Soviet standpoint, any deterrent strategy involving nuclear 

weapons, irrespective of the level of credibility, as long as it is 

above zero, has a high deterrent value, because its effectiveness would 

be high in terms of nullifying or repelling Soviet military action. 

Any Soviet military initiative, under existing conditions, that might 

trigger the use of nuclear weapons by the West would be considered 

unac ceptable because of the inconclus iveness of the outcome and the 
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certainty of vast destruction and massive carnage. That is why it 

is still imperative that the West not adopt a "no first use of nuclear 

weapons," policy in the absence of powerful countervailing conventional 

fore~ The adoption of such a policy FOuld in effect deprive the West 

of any effective deterrent strategy, since the two non-nuclear options 

which have a high deterrent value, the Enhanced NATO Conventional Force 

and the Enhanced Territorial Defense Force,.are Ear f rom operational, 

and their likelihood of acceptance by Western Europe is not high. It 

is important to note that while West European perceptions of deterrent 

strategies are important for morale and allied relations, there is 

little or no correlation beeween West European and Soviet perceptions 

of credibility, effectiveness or deterrent value. Thus, although the 

U.S. Strategic Deterrent strategy has low credibility and reassurance 

in West European calculations, what impresses Moscow is that it is 

a force in existence·and whose effectiveness if employed is very high 

and hence whose deterrent value is also high. These high values 
E:.V'\ov-\o.\~'i possiu/Q 

together with1 the~horizontal and vertical scale of the escalation are 

sufficient to countervail against the relatively low Soviet perception 

of its likelihood to be employed. 

----- -· --·--- - In terms -of effectiveness and deterrent value, an independent West 

German nuclear force would rate extremely high. Moscow would be certain 

that West Germany would use its own nuclear force in its own def ense, 

but it is also aware that such a deterrent strategy would have high 

West European credibility and a very low reassurance quotient, which 

renders it almost as unacceptable to Western Europe as to the Soviet 

Union. This also serves to explain why the Soviet rating of the 

effectiveness of the U.S. INF nuclear deterrent is very high . Not 
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only is it a deterrent strategy in the process of actual deployment, 

but from the Soviet perspective, it is the closest approximation to 

a West German nuclear force, and indeed can easily be converted into 

one if the United States decides to turn over control of the 108 

Pershing lis and an equal number of Ground Launched Cruise Missiles 

to West Germany. Overnight, West Germany could become t he second most 

potent nuclear power on the continent of Europe. 

Nevertheless, in summary, it should be emphasized that the most 

effective practical deterrent strategy for the West remains, not a 

simple, comprehensive unidimensional deterrent, but a combination of 

deterrent capabilities and strategies, with the capacity to respond 

to a variety of situations, in which nuclear weapons continue to play 

a critical re-enforcing, if not always a reassuring, role. 


